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marked well her bulwarks,9 but with hostile intent. The
present days are not without their danger! Still we
hitherto remain. Still we have the promise' of the text
sounding in our ears. Still have we the contribution of
our own endeavours to sustain the spiritual fabric whereto
we belong. The circumstances that originate with our-
selves to impair our ecclesiastical validity appear to be,
firstly, a spirit of concession. The right hand of paternity
is too often extended, when the glove over Edom, the
gauntlet of defiance, should be cast down, and the sword
of the Spirit grasped to combat and refute. Dissent may
be inseparable from religious freedom, as prejudice and
error are congenital with the human mind. But the
wanderers from our discipline and doctrine forget that
they have voluntarily destroyed their identity with the
flock; freely abandoned the pasture and refuge of the true
fold; and have wilfully resigned all inheritance in its
spiritual safety and in the secular advantage which may
thereto accidently belong. If, then, through some narrow
gate of misconception or error they have *gone from us
because they were not of us,' they cannot, in honesty,
look that it should be widened for their readmittance,
when that return, too, is with unfavourable design to-
wards us and ours. Far be it from me to display unneces-
sary hostility towards any sect or denomination of men!
but if, as I conceive, it be in supposition, that, by some
compromise of doctrine or ceremony on our part, future
stability may accrue to this Church of England, let us
remember that Divine co-operation is not proposed to
unworthy means, and that recorded experiment hath
shown that it were even better that the ark of God should
tremble than that the hand of Uzzah should sustain its
strength.
One other source of future insecurity may be appre-
hended from the growth of vanity in theological opinion
and private interpretation among the members of our own
body. For example, it is matter of lamentation, that the
terms 'orthodox* and 'evangelical* should have attained
contrasted usage in a Church whose appellations, like her
doctrines, should be catholic and one. As in the perilous
time of the early Corinthian Church, the existence of
divisions in practice extorted the indignant expostulations
of St. Paul, so, in these days of danger, it behoves every
sincere friend to ecclesiastical order, to deprecate the
exhibition of internal diversity, either on questionable
doctrine or custom indifferent, to the surrounding foe.
Better it were that those energies which are dissipated on

